1960-70 Planning procedure outlined

IDC CONVENTION KEYNOTE TALK BY WAKAMATSUMI

BY HIA PATEOKA

MURRAY, Calif.—In preparation for the Holiday Convention, an interesting keynote talk was given by the well-known political figure, WAKAMATSUMI. His speech dealt with the current political climate and the future of the country. The audience was captivated by his compelling oration.

COLUMN LEFT:

Sonoma County JACL happens to be the first chapter to submit a report on the Holiday Convention issue. It contains some pertinent views on "1960-70 JACL Planning" that definitely immediate interest.

Considering itself a rural chapter, Sonoma County members feel the challenge of 1960-70 has been in answering a part for them and hopefully for others by the diversified national program it is in rec Jinping the Holiday Convention issue. They emphasis of chapter activities, which range from community service projects, to local political activity, to the national level, seems to them a worthwhile form to get the "grass roots" alive in the JACL.

For a national organization remains so long as rural membership exists and has to be sought.

"It is time for chapters to stop hanging on to the national program and National JACL organization as local programs and activities are concerned."

The report urges (Actually, districts and national levels seek the cohesiveness of the chapters as they were organized to be of service to all members and act in the national organization when mandated by chapters.)

Sonoma County JACL members put forward specific goals proposed at the next national convention might be geared for rural chapters, whereas these goals would be a complete flop for area chapters, or what we call an area chapter.

This is an interesting consideration for we find the bulk of JACL members living in the urban chapters, which are in the minority, numerically speaking. Roughly speaking, at least one-third JACLer belongs to a city chapter, but there are at least 10 more rural chapters that have chapters in the national organization.

Whatever specific is proposed in the area chapter, it would be well to remember this contrast. Any proposal for 1960-70 should be made on the basis of this urban-rural predilection, if wholehearted support and cooperation is necessary for its success.—H.H.

JAPAN FARM LABORERS APPLAUD TREATMENT RECEIVED AT OXNARD

The other side of the story of Japanese farm laborers returning home from California, as reported by Fred Salo of the American Press Office in Tokyo this past week, more than counterbalances the recent reports filed by the same reporter, Mike Musahara, now in Japan, has also reported to JACL.

YOKOHAMA—A group of 35 Japanese farmers returned home from the United States the other day, reporting a California experience that is gaining wide attention for its favorable treatment of the Japanese workers.

Nearly all expressed satisfaction with the treatment they received in the United States. They said the average wage per person for the three years was $1,000.

The latter worked on farms in the central and southern parts of the country, and one worker said the local authorities had been cordial and friendly to them, and that the labor was not too heavy.

The group of the 31 worked on 27 farms and was brought over to the United States by the League of Japanese farmers.

Third Group to Return

It is the third group of Japanese RETURNS. Still remaining in California are 1,440 Japanese farmers.

The return of the Japanese farm workers is part of a series of interviews started by the AFL-CIO President who visited the U.S. in 1939. He expressed his sympathy for the farmers and their employers, mostly Japanese Americans.

Yuriko Oka, of Hirokagawa, a 20-year-old woman, was one of the last woman's to return from California, she said, "I'm happy to get home."

(Continued on Page 7)

ANTONI-NISEI BIAS PRACTICED BY MARYLAND BEACH RESORTS HIT

JACL News Service

WASPlNGTOIN, D.C.—JACL Convention. The Washington JACL, Chapter 1, at its annual meeting October 26, declared that it will sponsor a Boy Scout from Japan.

The resolution was adopted by a vote of 25 to 15. The Boy Scouts are the largest youth movement in the world, with chapters in over 100 countries.

(Continued on Page 7)

$472 raised for Boy Scout project, Dec. 1 deadline

SACRAMENTO.—National JACL and some chapters reported that an additional $472 had been received by December 1, bringing the total to $1,472.

The Boy Scout project was launched at the San Francisco JACL meeting in July.

Total contributions now stand at $1,472. The goal is $2,000.

The project seeks to provide aid to Boy Scouts in the San Joaquin valley.

Public acknowledgment is being made to all members and contributors.

Touko Saito serves as chairman of the project.

(Continued on Page 7)

Request chapters to form local '60-'70 Committee

CICAGO.—A plan of action to implement the purpose of the 1960-70 JACL Planning Commission, mandated by the National Board of Directors is the year-long, year-end program emphasis for the next two years. The plan is by Shig Wakamatsu, national president.

Local chapters may now take the initiative in organizing local committee to discuss the projects and prepare an appropriate timeline of their collective views to respective districts and to the national commission.

Report to Convention

These reports and summarizer, edited by Dr. Goldberg, will be reviewed by the Commission for a report to be prepared for the first annual JACL National Convention meeting in Sacramento next year.

Each district council should do some time at its next meeting, to discuss local 1960-70 Committee plans for the next two years.

Expenses of other chapters and district councils which have already conducted meetings on the 1960-70 Plan must be added to local chapters.

Compiled by Review

Every chapter is encouraged to have a chapter committee to work with these problems with respect to planning action on their local chapters, the trend or direction in terms of its progress.

The 1960-70 Planning Commission is now being organized in the respective districts, with each district council chairman and 70 JACL Planning Commission having one representative at the local level.

Mr. Musahara now in Japan is responsible for the executive of this plan at local level.

Each district council will receive an outline of program plans for planning the 1960-70 Program, the list of area meetings and areas in which local meetings can be held.

Each chapter is to submit a chapter's plan for the next two years.

Comfplex of Committees

The 1960-70 plan may be complex, it consists of a plan of action that will be based on the resolution of the Board of Directors.

Mr. Musahara now in Japan is responsible for this plan.

JACL Planning Comm, 1960, 1961-70—A complex of Committees

Chicago, Ill.

UNION CITY GETS OWN POST OFFICE

UNION CITY—Incorporation of Union City was completed on September 6th, the U.S. postal service named a post office for the new Union City post office.

The post office is located at the corner of Market and Fourth streets, across the street from the old Union City post office.

Freestone peach study

The study of freestone peach production in the Clark County area was recently conducted in the area, with the results of the study being presented at a meeting of the state peach committee.

The study was conducted by the Georgia Bureau of Agriculture, under the direction of A.C. Shepherd, state agricultural college.
Your 1960 Vacation

CONVENTION & VACATION—JACLer Joe Nisei is seriously thinking about attending the 1960 National JACL Convention in Sacramento and boy is he going to have a lot of fun. It's been a long time since Joe has been in California and what an opportunity it's going to be for him to see a lot of friends and relatives. Joe has decided that he's going to bring his family along and make it a vacation trip to the Sierra Nevada Mountains, as well as attending the convention. Joe figures that he can have a lot of fun just by driving up to the mountains and spending some time there.

In addition to attending the convention, Joe plans to make a trip to nearby Reno and Stateline, Nevada. He figures that the committee can arrange to plan his trips for him, so he can focus on enjoying the convention without worrying about travel arrangements.

The Sacramento JACL Chapter and the convention board have all worked out for Joe. They want you to bring along the family, so they can have a family vacation. Joe figures that the committee can arrange to plan his trips for him, so he can focus on enjoying the convention without worrying about travel arrangements.

Welcome to the Sacramento JACL Chapter and the convention board. We have all worked out for Joe. You want to bring along the family, so they can have a family vacation. Joe figures that the committee can arrange to plan his trips for him, so he can focus on enjoying the convention without worrying about travel arrangements.
SAN FRANCISCO — At a 40th-plate Democratic fund-raising dinner here last Friday, Congressman Daniel K. Inouye, vice-president of the House of Representatives, announced that the story of the Japanese evacuees from Hawaii — the impact of Hawaii on the evacuation and the evacuation story — will be recorded in the history of the 40th plate. Mr. Inouye said that the story of the 40th plate will be a part of the history of the United States. Mr. Inouye has been a member of the United States Congress since 1934.

"In all of this discussion we have had," he said, "how to 'sell' JACL through improved chapter activities, we are overlooking the strongest selling point of all." He observed that the Twin Cities chapter has had its ups and downs as far as local JACL activities were concerned.

For one thing, there was the Japanese American Community Center supported by the community and the US Army of the new MDC Chairman Joe Kadowaki. JACL chapter in the Twin Cities. What he said remembering: BY SHIG WAKAMATSU:

"Mr. Inouye expressed his deep regret for the "good fortune of being born in the United States," and he said he hopes that this country is one of the very few where someone can go to work and be independent on the birth or station of his parents.

Yori Wada served as toastmaster at the reception, which was held at the Century Club in New York City. Mr. Wada, a Japanese American, is a member of the American Association of Japanese Americans.

"In World War II, we contributed to the world's cause. But now in Hawaii, we have done our part."

"The impact of Hawaii's becoming a part of the United States," he said.

"If we feel we have something to contribute to the United States, it is the spirit of understanding and aloha." - (Continued on Page 7)

**NOTICE**

HELP WANTED — MALE

Leaves from while working. Must speak English. Please contact San Diego, CA 92112. Phone: 619-697-7890.

---

**JAPAN ANXIOUS TO MEET NISEI CONGRESSMAN, 'GO FOR BRITTLE' DREAMS CLIMB TO 46%**

Volunteers, groups supported by Tom Ikeda and George Washiro, are planning a new strategy to get Nisei congressman, "Go for Brittle" dreams to 46%.

---

**NORTHERN CALIFORNIANS IN TRIBUTE TO REP. INOUYE, TELLS 100-PLACE DINNER OF NISEI WAR RECORD**

Mr. Inouye spoke to the Northern California JACL Convention in San Francisco last week.

---

**PORTLAND TO HOST NEXT MAFIA CONFERENCES**

OAKA — Mayor Darrell A. Schroth of Portland, Ore., announced yesterday that the next Mafia Conference will be held in Portland.

---

**SUNOCO'S T-5000**

San Jose dance class

San Jose: A 10-week dance class sponsored by Sunoco's T-5000 at the local Japanese-American Community Center in San Jose.

---
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Paradizing the forthcoming holiday season climaxing the year of 1959, the Central California District Council is fervently preparing for the 25th anniversary of the Tulare County chapter. Preparing objectives and accomplishments in the history under the leadership of Douglas Yamada of Tulare as district chairman, but also as national 2nd vice-chairman and introduced Mas Satow, national JACL leader at the district and national JACL conventions are prominent at the district and national JACL convention.

The Delano chapter and especially its president, new chapter in Bakersfield the first year. Given to Lloyd Kumataka and his new cabinet for accepting the responsibilities during the formative year.

As my term of office approaches its final weeks, I give credit to Lloyd Kumataka and his new cabinet for accepting the responsibilities during the formative year.

This is a $14 value for only $10. A membership, which is a part of the "package deal" and also an annual meeting. The chapter's holiday season will be spent with an original skit, noted. In this year in the Empire Room the conference will be held, the conference will be held.

Prepare borne oellers types and also for the wholehearted cooperation and participation of the chapters. Another eventful occasion was the formation of a new chapter in Bakersfield. Much credit should be given to Lloyd Kumataka for accepting the responsibilities during the formative year. The Delano chapter and especially its president, given to Lloyd Kumataka and his new cabinet for accepting the responsibilities during the formative year.

As my term of office approaches its final weeks, I give credit to Lloyd Kumataka and his new cabinet for accepting the responsibilities during the formative year. The Delano chapter and especially its president, given to Lloyd Kumataka and his new cabinet for accepting the responsibilities during the formative year.

As my term of office approaches its final weeks, I give credit to Lloyd Kumataka and his new cabinet for accepting the responsibilities during the formative year.

This is a $14 value for only $10. A membership, which is a part of the "package deal" and also an annual meeting. The chapter's holiday season will be spent with an original skit, noted.
Northern California - Western Nevada DC

San Francisco

Our biggest little Chapter in Northern California - Western Nevada DC! From our past, we're really all set in hosting this final quarterly DC meeting in this weekend, and showed what even a small chapter can do by capitalizing on its local resources and facilities and with the cooperation of other chapters. And contrary to what might be expected, the DC business was a packed house Sunday morning. San Francisco's two councils sponsored special buses, but Montgomery did one better by combining with Watsonville, Salinas and San Benito, on a chartered flight. The NWDC will be happy to have our special yearend reports for this competition, provided we will have our special yearend reports for this competition, provided we will have our special yearend reports for this competition, provided we will have our special yearend reports for this competition, provided we will have our special yearend reports for this competition, provided.

San Francisco and Sacramento chartered special flights to Washington, DC. This will not have to be done by chapters in other parts of the country for the next two years. The new DC office will be in Annapolis, Maryland. The DC office will be in Annapolis, Maryland. The DC office will be in Annapolis, Maryland.

Henry Kofo of Fremont, Buddi Fujii of Berkeley, Bill Matsufuji of Marysville, Peter Nakahara of Santa Cruz, and Fujio Sasaki of Contra Costa county were the officers for the special yearend reports. The special yearend reports were submitted by the San Francisco chapter, which was the only chapter to submit reports. The special yearend reports were submitted by the San Francisco chapter, which was the only chapter to submit reports. The special yearend reports were submitted by the San Francisco chapter, which was the only chapter to submit reports. The special yearend reports were submitted by the San Francisco chapter, which was the only chapter to submit reports.

A buffet supper and social was held at the San Francisco Chapter of the Year winner was announced at the Feb. 7 national convention in Washington. A buffet supper and social was held at the San Francisco Chapter of the Year winner was announced at the Feb. 7 national convention in Washington. A buffet supper and social was held at the San Francisco Chapter of the Year winner was announced at the Feb. 7 national convention in Washington. A buffet supper and social was held at the San Francisco Chapter of the Year winner was announced at the Feb. 7 national convention in Washington. A buffet supper and social was held at the San Francisco Chapter of the Year winner was announced at the Feb. 7 national convention in Washington.

The new Executive Board members. The new Executive Board members. The new Executive Board members. The new Executive Board members. The new Executive Board members.

The JACL executive committee was elected at the national JACL convention in Washington. The JACL executive committee was elected at the national JACL convention in Washington. The JACL executive committee was elected at the national JACL convention in Washington. The JACL executive committee was elected at the national JACL convention in Washington. The JACL executive committee was elected at the national JACL convention in Washington.
Chicago Corner
By Smoky H. Sakurada

CUR PERENNIAL SUPPORTERS—The continued success enjoyed by the PC Holiday Issue can be attributed in the main to our perennial supporters—the friends who extend their Holiday wishes year after year... Responding to our solicitations by mail in recent days were Dr. Thomas T. Yatabe, "the Chicago chapter cameraman Kiyo Okawa; Jack Nakagawa, who was JACL chapter president; Arthur and Virginia Morimitsu of Berkeley; and Rubin Yamauchi, who is again sending greetings from Boulder, Colo.

Making the rounds this past week, we called on Roy C. Wong of Tai Sam Yon restaurant; Tom and Mas Miyata of Picadilly Garage; Saburo Miyamoto of Franklin Food Store; and Don Yamashita, who with Willy Sawaki, operate Bosco Auto Rebuilders; they employ eight boys and seven men. Tom renewed his subscription to our weekly... in appreciation to the Chicago JACL Credit Union.

Four-man teams from Watsonville won the fourth annual Ginza Institutional golf tournament held Nov. 1 at Del Monte course. Team champions were (from left) Dr. Chif Poindown, Shig Wada, George Yaguchi and George Ura. At right are hostess Tatsuko Uno and Kay Kudohade, tournament sponsor. Over 50 participated.

Mission Nisei Mortuary
911 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 15 [RI 8-1460]
Funeral Directors: Seiji Ogata - Eddie I. Shimatsu
John S. Kondow - Wally I., San Fernando Representatives

Eli, Fokk Fumts Chop Suey House
Famous Chinese Food
229 East First Street, Los Angeles 4-2075

Four-room team from Watonville won the fourth annual Ginza Institutional golf tournament held Nov. 1 at Del Monte course. Team champions were (from left) Dr. Chif Poindown, Shig Wada, George Yaguchi and George Ura. At right are hostess Tatsuko Uno and Kay Kudohade, tournament sponsor. Over 50 participated.

Nobu Asami's 685 New Season High for Fems
OAKLAND—Nobu Asami, pride of Brunswick, rolled up a new season's high for Northern California women bowlers Thursday last week with a striking 333 in the Bay Area Classic League play at the local Sheraton Grand Bowl. Nobu, who raised her average to 160, fired a 268 in her finale after 305-312 spares. She is one of the three women bowlers in the other men's trans-Bay league. The others are Mary Blair and Helen Duvall, both of Berkeley. Nobu's tour is the league's high for the night.

New Year's Eve party
NEW YORK — The third annual New Year's Eve party at the Park Sheraton Grand Ballroom is being promoted by the local Japanese American Assn. and supported by other community organizations, including the New York JACL. Reservations for tables are being taken at $20 per person at the Association office, 125 W. 72nd St. Admission at the door will be $2 per person.

Seaside Key alleys Sansai heads new group
SEATTLE — With the opening of the new bowling center set for Saturday, Nov. 24, Fred Poindown, manager of Imperial Lanes, announced that several "name" bowlers will be on hand for the occasion.

The building has been completed and laying of the 24 lanes has begun. The delay in shipment of the Brunswick equipment by the Far East Lanes Company will necessitate the postponement of the opening date to Dec. 5.

Imperial Lanes is at 25th Ave. So. and Hill St., just off Rainier Ave.

Church fund closed
A prewar account containing $149 in the name of the Young People's Fellowship for use of their semi-annual scholarship fund, was announced by Tai Yada last week.
**Los Angeles NEWSLETTER**

By Henry Mori

It's that time of the year again when we must be sure to jot down our goals for the year. The Holiday Season is just around the corner, and it's time to start planning for the future. Hank Omachi, of course, did not imply that good programming or good communications weren't needed at general meetings, the membership might be de-

**Mukawa**

**Vital Statistics**

**MISUS**

**DEATHS**

**FUND drive announced for Japanese garden project in Stockton area park**

**Maryland bias**

(Continued from Page 2)

**President's Corner:** by Shig Wakamatsu

Continued from Page 1

activities which the chapter should parcel for its members. "Yet, there is one thing I have observed which has always struck me," he continued. "Year in and year out, our membership tandem team go forth and come back with more members, men and women, 170 to 200." I measured by the standards of Pacific Citizen readership, participation in program activities, or attendance at meetings, the membership might be de-

sheared as "uniformed." In spite of these shortcomings the membership has not fallen off. Why? In my opinion, we are sold on one clearcut, fundamental idea of the JACL that it is a national organization which we can depend upon to provide us with able representation in Washington, D.C., whenever it is a need for it. I believe this is JACL's strongest selling point," Hank concluded.

This was the voice of a "grass-roots" member speaking out. Hank Omachi, of course, did not imply that good chapter programming or good communications weren't necessary, just that they were not the most important. If the membership were to set their sights on finding the place in the Silverlake area where we might have had such experiences in various enterprises--including his cockpit operating as a mail pilot, the responsibility of setting up and piloting the aircraft, and as a crash site on a beach consultation. We get a lot out of that member's experience with the Kamayatsu. The Tanaka story, I feel, explicitly made of the misunderstanding that took place in the Jinbei. The former restaurant owner, who now is in the wholesale flower business, and his wife Chiyo were most cordial to us during the interview, too.

We get to recalling these pleasant experiences as we go along with another.

**E.A. JACL to entertain Issel**

You give a feeling inside like when you see happy faces among these annual Recog-
JACL—Japan policy recommendations regarding films, visitors announced

Official text of the National JACL, International Relations Committee recommendations will be published starting next week.

A fully technical set of outlines governing action by JACL chapters includes provisions for the discharge of national relations was announced this week. It is based on a four-volume memorandum from William Miro, chairman of the JACL Committee on International Relations.

The two questions concern: (1) What are the facts about Japan and the policies of Japanese immigration? (2) What are the consequences of these policies on the United States, for the future.

The study concluded that: (1) Japan should be sustained" through guardedly adding that "on balance, trends of American-Japanese relations are sharply different from those which existed 20 years ago. The study also stated that: "The big question is the impact on the future."

Japan's historic pre-World War II trade with Japan, which was one of the principal belligerents against the United States, contained a review of the economic and social developments that have occurred since then. The study concludes that there are no facts that indicate that the conservatives will remain in power. While the study was completed, the United States, for the future.

THE STUDY ON Japan was part of a review of American defense policy in Asia, prepared by a private research firm and published with a preface by Senator William Fulbright, chairman of the Senate Committees.

The study concluded that: "The United States and Japan have considerable interests in common, but there is little agreement on how these can be best harmonized. As a result, the United States and Japan have a mutual interest in working together to build a stable and prosperous world."

THE SECTION DEALING with Japan includes also Okinawa and contains a review of the economic and social developments and of the military situation. The study concludes that: "the American-Japanese alliance is still relatively shallow, it does not have the kind of deep roots that are common in other bilateral political and cultural relationships."

Japan's study concludes, represents the most rapid change in the American-Japanese relationship, with the most important instruments of this change being in the country's economic growth.

The section concludes that: "The big question is the impact on the future." A future that can be anticipated for the future.

AFTER REVISING JAPAN'S economy, the study said that: "the government's resistance in the United States for higher tariff barriers represent a "most serious threat" to overall relations with Japan.

Japan and the United States bear a responsibility for searching out new approaches," the study said. It raised the question of whether the establishment of a permanent American-Japanese commission on trade would be helpful in finding answers to existing problems.

The report and subsequent actions in Japanese political life indicate that the conservatives will remain in power. While the study was completed, the United States, for the future.

REVIEWING POLITICAL TRENDS, the study advised: "contradictions in voting in the future of democracy in Japan. Democracy in Japan remains on trial and faces some serious problems." The study concluded that: "the American-Japanese alliance is still relatively shallow, it does not have the kind of deep roots that are common in other bilateral political and cultural relationships."

Japan's study concludes, represents the most rapid change in the American-Japanese relationship, with the most important instruments of this change being in the country's economic growth.

The section concludes that: "The big question is the impact on the future." A future that can be anticipated for the future.}
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